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Collaboration toolkit for Web-Based Visual
Analytics Applications
Abstract
One of the relevant trending challenges in the field of collaborative visualization is the need of
standardizing the design and implementation of collaborative features in the workflow of
applications of Visual Analytics. Furthermore, given the increasing tendency and evolution of web
based technologies applied to visual analytics, we propose and implement a web-based toolkit
intended to shorten the time and effort of development for the integration of collaborative
features in Web-based applications of Visual Analytics. The toolkit, including a set of selected
functionalities based on the conclusions of previous research, in conjunction with a proposed
integration workflow for developers, is contrasted to other solutions with different approaches in
a similar context. Finally, the impact of our solution is briefly discussed in the context of 2 selected
cases of use.

INTRODUCTION
Since the coining of the term CSCW presented by Irene Greiff in 1984 until now, the concept of
collaboration, its features and requirements, as well as the techniques and tools intended to
provide such collaboration features in applications, have evolved and become more and more
demanded as part of the solutions. Specifically in the field of Visual Analytics, the integration of
collaboration in the system is now a must-be in order to enable users and teams to perform
analysis tasks in a more interactive and effective way. These collaborative features are intended
to empower and encourage the members of a team to share and discuss their thoughts, remarks
and conclusions about the information represented in the data visualizations.
Within our revision of the state of art are presented some definitions and design guidelines for
collaborative visual analytics systems, also called collaborative visualizations, as well as some
relevant antecedents of applications. In particular, we have focused the revision on those
implemented with a web-based approach for being a tendency given the advantages found
through the experience over the last decades [6] [7] [13] [15].
One of the most relevant trending challenges in the field of collaborative visualization identified
by different researchers is the need of standardizing the design and implementation of
collaborative features in the workflow of the applications [2][14], which implies several challenges
including multiple technological issues such as the management of large datasets, synchronization
issues, among others. Our revision points out some of the most relevant tools to help developers
to simplify this task in the integration with web applications.
Although there are current efforts to ease this integration task, the usage of those tools to provide
collaboration in actual applications of visual analytics is still diffuse. Some of the found
antecedents show applications very well achieved with most of the desired collaborative features
[6] [7] [13], but the reuse of their techniques is limited to some design guidelines while the actual
implementation has to be redone from scratch for every application. Other solutions aim to
6

provide collaboration in real-time to any application, however their usage for visual analytics
systems is limited to some general features that enable an active communication but don’t
provide enough tools to discuss over the visualizations and represented data: in particular they
don’t support artifacts like visual annotations, snapshots and tracking of the analytical process,
among other desirable characteristics.
Our motivation for this work is to shorten the gap between the tools to support collaboration and
the visual analytics systems to supply some of the most relevant requirements of a good
collaborative visualization design as pointed in [1] [2], and summarized later in this document. To
do it, we will extend or combine some of the available frameworks and libraries, suggest the
implementation workflow for visual analytics systems with some determined characteristics, and
apply the proposed solution in some selected case studies of web-based visual analytics
applications.

OBJECTIVES
General Objective
Provide a toolkit and implementation workflow to shorten the time and effort for the integration
of collaborative features in web-based applications of visual analytics.

Specific Objectives
1. Propose and design the set of minimum collaborative features to integrate in Visual
analytics applications with determined characteristics
2. Design and implement the proposal as a toolkit by extending and/or combining the
existing libraries to provide the proposed features for collaborative visualizations
3. Propose a workflow of integration with the provided solution
4. Test and discuss the solution for the selected case studies
5. Propose guidelines for future work

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
In the following sections we present some notions of collaboration and collaborative
environments, a recompilation of design issues, mainly based on [1], and later a section of
antecedents focusing on both, concrete applications in visual analytics for different knowledge
fields, and some preceding efforts to provide tools that eases the integration of collaboration
features in pre-existing developments.

Definitions
Visual Analytics
According to Cook “Visual analytics is the science of analytical reasoning facilitated by
interactive visual interfaces.”[24]
In this definition is highlighted the “analytical reasoning” as the main objective of Visual
Analytics, and the word “interactive” as the key to support this reasoning. Another more
detailed definition is given by Keim in 2010 [25]:
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“Visual analytics combines automated analysis techniques with interactive visualizations
for an effective understanding, reasoning, and decision making on the basis of very large
and complex datasets”
In this definition is more evident the concern for the complexity of the data and
consequently the need of automated analysis techniques. Along the history of Visual
Analytics we have seen an increase in the usage of multiple techniques to supply this need
in the context of Visual Analytics, including tools of Big Data, Data Mining, Business
Intelligence, statistical models and Machine Learning.
On the other side, he puts in evidence the key processes in the last two meters between
the data and the corresponding abstracted models and the analyst, such as
understanding, reasoning and decision making, and again he highlights the interactivity
to achieve these goals. In the Figure 1 is represented the full process of visual data
exploration. It is characterized through interaction between data, visualizations, models about
the data, and the users in order to discover knowledge.

Figure 1 . The visual data exploration process.

Although these classic definitions do not include the interaction between multiple members of a
team as part of the system, the concept has evolved over the time to include the ability of
collaboration as part of the design of Visual Analytics systems. Such collaboration for data
visualization has been studied from different approaches, many times referred as Collaborative
Visualization [1] [5] [11].

Collaborative visualization
The collaboration allows users to take part in visualization and analysis processes in different
levels. Although historically the work teams are always collaborated between them, only in 1980
with the term of Computer Supported Cooperative Working (CSCW), the basis to design and
implement IT systems that support collaboration were established based on three dimensions:
a. Awareness: To know what the other users are doing or observing.
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b. Articulation of work: How the individuals work partially to generate finally a result
c. Appropriation: How to adapt the system in order to support the individuality of the user
according to its profile or particular situation
Later, based on this concept the terms of collaborative visualization and collaborative visual
analytics were coined to adopt the collaboration features in data visualizations to support the
analysis process.
Applegate defined the scenarios where collaboration may occur as represented in the time-space
matrix of the figure 2 [24].

Figure 2. Time-Space Matrix of collaboration modes

Another useful classification of Collaborative environments is defined according to the level of
collaboration achieved within the system:
 Viewing: The case when all the users are watching the same view but they don’t have the
opportunity to interact with it.
 Interaction/Exploring: When multiple users are able to interact with the data
visualizations. When the collaboration is allocated, it means that the system must provide
the mechanisms to have awareness among all the users.
 Creating/Sharing and Decision Making: Beyond the interaction with the data, this can be
fed by the users, shared and to take actions in common. In this level, mechanisms to
achieve a consensus in the work team becomes fundamental.
In regard to the term of collaborative visualization, several definitions have been given, however
we agree with the consensus given in [2] for considering it the most complete:
“Collaborative visualization is the shared use of computer-supported, (interactive,) visual
representations of data by more than one person with the common goal of contribution to joint
information processing activities”
For the case of Collaborative Visual Analytics we could add to the previous definition the data
processing and predicting tools as part of the system supported by the interaction tools managed
by multiple users.
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Finally, it is worth to mention that in this work we are addressing one of the trending challenges
in collaborative visualizations as identified in [14]: “The need of standardizing the design and
implementation of collaborative features in the workflow of the applications”. More specifically,
since “the social aspects of visualization have taken on new importance with the rise of the Web”
[1] introducing new challenges for research, this work is focused on collaboration for web-based
applications, as announced in our introduction.

Operational Transformation
Operational transformation is a technology to solve the issue generated in collaborative systems
where multiple concurrent changes generate collisions in the synchronization process [26]. In the
case of real time collaborative visualizations this issue might impact the workflow analysis, leading
to misunderstandings and reduction of efficacy during the analysis process.
Apache Wave is one of the first to solve this problem, followed later in 2009 with a big success by
Google Wave, the predecessor of Google Docs [27].

Design considerations
Providing a collaborative environment implies multiple considerations in aspects as
communication, parallelization, and social organization. In [1] are compiled some relevant
design considerations focusing in these issues. Below are listed the general categories of
concern:
Division and allocation of work and information model
One of the main concerns in collaborative environments is how to split the work among
the users and aggregate their results in a meaningful way.
This implies several challenges including the selection of the shared artifacts and its
taxonomy behind, the management of multiple viewpoints according to the profile of
each participant (in the case of modeled interdisciplinary teams), and in the same way,
the roles of modularity, granularity, and cost of integration represent challenges in the
information system design and its visual representation.
Finally, depending on the level of collaboration required in the system, issues related to
the decision making and action are identified: In such case, communication, discussion
and consensus are capabilities that the system should provide.
Common ground and group awareness (effective communication)
It discuss the issues of an effective communication with low effort. In this direction are
presented two minimum requirements in the collaborative environment:
a. Participants must be able to see the same visual environment to ground others’
actions and comments, which suggests the need for mechanisms for bookmarking
and sharing specific states of visualization.
b. The system must be able to explicitly represent and export their internal state, so
it can be shared or used later by the user.
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Reference and deixis
As part of the grounding aspect, is essential the successful referring to artifacts, actors and other
items that should be defined for the specific application. Some of the standard ways to point

a visualization are:



Brushing and dynamic queries: Selecting and highlighting a subset of data
Graphical annotation: Can include different types of interactions including free
drawing, short texts among others.

Consensus and decision making
Since it is referred here as the objective of make decisions, it only applies to the case of
collaborative environments with the second level of collaboration. However, the process
of collecting and joining data of users to interpret data is also pertinent for environments
that only provide the analysis level of collaboration.
“The need to establish group consensus arises in many phases of the sense making cycle.
Examples include agreement about the data to collect, how to organize and interpret
data, and making decisions based upon the data. Collaborators may reach consensus
through discussion or through the aggregation of individual decisions”
Into this aspect, it is pertinent to highlight the role of the presentation and story-telling,
where is described the information exchange through reports and narrative presentations
of the analysis as a natural and effective way to communicate the analysis.

Antecedents
Applications
Some of the most popular visual analytics platforms with implemented collaboration are
summarized below. The following examples are intended to analyze different sets of data with
standard visualizations, therefore, their collaboration techniques and tools cannot be reused for
new applications with original visualizations. However, they have demonstrated the effectiveness
and users-acceptance to the particular collaboration features, so they represent an essential
insight for the design of our solution:
1. Tableau Public:
Web-based collaborative platform for visual analysis. The website is intended to share results,
while the edition can only be made offline by authenticated users. All published visualizations are
public and accessible without authorization or authentication. The visualizations can be
embedded in other websites, and can also be integrated with social media.
Although live collaboration features are not provided, the passive sharing of pre-created
visualizations has proven to be valuable for the users who have been attracted massively, and in
average are sharing more than 20.000 visualizations per month. [18]
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1. Sense.us
Website enabling social navigation and discussion. The prototype supports commenting and
annotations on visualizations of US Census data over 150 years and enables mechanisms for
sharing and discussion on-site. Its main objective is to explore and evaluate different annotation
techniques, like drawing tools and highlighting styles, and their impact in collaboration.

Figure 3. Sense Us – Example of annotations

2. Many Eyes:
Public web site to upload, share and discuss over data visualizations. Launched in 2007 by IBM's
Visual Communication Lab. Edition and collaboration, it is pioneer in the notion of social
visualization, by enabling discussions and graphical annotations and ease of sharing through other
websites.
The main goal is to support collaboration at a large scale, and certainly, until its closure in June of
2015 the website attended tens of thousands of people.

Figure 4. Many Eyes, Annotation example.
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The previous examples, and subsequently their evaluation studies [5] [7] [10] [13], show clearly
how different types of collaborative features support the analytical process and discussion
between groups of common or different backgrounds. However, the data representation is
limited to the set of options provided by each platform.
In other cases, the type of data requires a specific visual representation not provided by such
platforms, and therefore a new customized development needs to be made, first to represent the
data, and then to provide collaboration over it. Some of these examples are:
1. Collaborative analytics in Twitter sentiment [9]
2. Geosocial for Urban Planning [21]

Comparison
Here is presented a summary of capabilities of three of the most relevant antecedents in terms of
collaboration for visual analytics:
Aspect\Application
Tableau
Sense Us
Authentication
& Built-in, authorization Built-in
Authorization
is
available
for
anonymous users
Discussion over views Not included within
the website, user’s
editions are not
persisted
Graphical
Not available online,
annotations
only
during
the
offline edition.

Export/Import
capabilities

Many Eyes
Built-in, access for
anonymous
users,
edition
for
authenticated users

Enable chat in each
view

Highlight
and Comments can make
comment over it
reference
to
graphical
annotations.
Different types of
graphical annotations
for
different
representations.
Visualizations can be Not available.
Stateful
URL
embedded in another
mechanism,
websites or social
compatible
with
media for discussion
blogs, possibility to
export as image file
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Tools and Resources
In order to provide the collaboration features pointed out in [] and the implemented in the
previous examples in a new application, we can make use of some libraries that already solve
several of these features. These libraries have been directed to facilitate the task of integration to
developers and designers, but since none of them provide a full solution, we reuse some of them
in our own implementation of the collaboration toolkit.

Real time collaboration
Some of the concerns attempted to solve include:
-

Management of Authentication and authorization
Conflict resolution (Operational Transformation)
Client notifications or push notifications

Here are presented three of the most representative web-based tools to support real time
collaboration.
Etherpad
Etherpad is a highly customizable Open Source online editor providing collaborative editing of
documents in really real-time [17]. The first full-oriented solution to support real-time
collaboration for edition of documents.
The approach to use this tool is to download the source code, configure the environment locally
and make the customizations required over it, therefore, the flexibility of development is very
limited by the existing structure and tools.
TogetherJS
TogetherJS is a free, open source JavaScript library by Mozilla that adds collaboration features and
tools to your website. By adding TogetherJS to your site, your users can help each other out on a
website in real time [16].
The synchronization mechanism is based on a hub redirecting the messages to the clients in a live
session. The added tools are from high level, covering directly functionalities like a chat and the
tracking of mouse of other participants.
Google Realtime API
The Google Realtime API provides collaboration as a service for files in Google Drive via the use of
operational transforms. The API is a JavaScript library hosted by Google that provides
collaborative objects, events, and methods for creating collaborative applications [37]
It is a more robust solution supporting different aspects of collaboration like storage and
authentication. It works based on services of medium level, i.e. In contrast to TogetherJS, it does
not render directly any tool into the web application, so it must be managed entirely by the
developer.
Since the services are supported by the google infrastructure, the privacy and other policies are
dependent of the google policies, which might represent a limitation in some particular cases
where it is not possible to compromise these aspects.
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Also, other low-level oriented tools providing operational transformation include:




Goodow Realtime [38]: Realtime database enabled to save 4 types of elements: String,
lists, maps and custom objects.
ShareJS [39]: Realtime database backed for JSON documents. TI s the realtime backend
for the DerbyJS web application framework
OT.js [26]: Operational transformation library for NodeJS

Anticipating the given scenarios, our solution is committed to provide a high level solution, just as
TogetherJS provides, but with the robustness of the shared objects style used in the Google
Realtime API, and augmented the collaboration features suggested by different researchers and
integrated successfully in relevant antecedents like SenseUS or Many Eyes.

Comparison
Here is presented a summarized comparison between the most popular mentioned before.
Aspect\Tool
Type of tool
Supported
Artifacts/Types
files
Synchronization
strategy
Tracked events
Persistence
Dependencies

Authentication
Authorization

Etherpad
Together JS
Customizable
web Javascript library
application
Plain text, documents Plain text, Json objects,
of
video
and
audio
streaming
Comet
streaming Web-sockets
and
[40]
WebRTC
Character typed
Mouse tracking, click,
DOM change
Not supported by Not supported
default
FreeBSD and NodeJS TogetherJS Hub: Server
installation
to centralize/redirect
messages. It can be
replaced
by
the
developer.
& Temporal
or Temporal
supported by third authentication,
free
OAuth services
authorization

Google realtime API
Web API
Java class models,
javascript models
GET requests
Clicks, Data model
change
Supported by Google
Drive
Google Drive (Google
account)

Supported
Google
service

by the
account

Graphical annotations
In regard to the graphical annotations functionality, we found several alternatives of tools or
libraries dedicated either to annotate text or annotate pictures. However, our revision did not
show dedicated to annotate elements in the HTML-DOM directly or with relative positioning to
such elements. This limitation becomes relevant since in data visualizations most of the
representations might not include text or image files, however, there are several antecedents [6]
[28] that implement these type of annotations for their visualizations although its re-usage is
limited. In particular, CommentSpace [29] is a relevant antecedent that evaluates how the usage
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of tags and links to hypothesis in order to help analysts more consistently and accurately to classify
evidence and establish common ground.
Regarding to the reusable libraries here are presented some relevant alternatives.
Annotator
As describe on its home page [32]:
“Annotator is an open-source JavaScript library to easily add annotation functionality to any
webpage. Annotations can have comments, tags, links, users, and more. Annotator is designed for
easy extensibility so its a cinch to add a new feature or behaviour. Annotator also fosters an active
developer community with contributors from four continents, building 3rd party plugins allowing
the annotation of PDFs, EPUBs, videos, images, sound, and more.”
Annotorious [32] is one of the plugins for Annotator to enable image annotations, it allows to add
custom drawing and comments over several image formats into a webpage with low effort.
Leadtools annotations
Leadtools [36] is a family of toolkits to work over different media formats. It includes features for
annotations over HTML5.

PROPOSAL AND DESIGN
System Requirements
Based on our revision of the state of the art, we propose a solution to provide a set of suggested
minimum features to enable an effective collaboration in visual analytics as follows:
Group discussion and awareness
1.
2.
3.
4.

Provide a real-time synchronization mechanism for live sessions
Provide an integration mechanism with authentication and authorization protocols
Enable a discussion channel for a session (chat)
Provide an option to track actions of participants in a live session

Reference and deixis
5. Provide annotations: Allow the graphical selection and comments over elements in a view
Story telling: Annotations and snapshots
6. Manage sessions: Export and save a session including its history of snapshots and its
corresponding chat.
7. Snapshot: Capture and save a favorite snapshot including the visualization and added
annotations.
8. Analyze a session: Although it is not directly related with the collaboration goals, we
include it in our design as an extensible feature. The available information captured
through a session can provide additional insight in a posterior analysis.
Finally, in order to ease the integration with our toolkit and enhance the maintainability of the
software we include this non-functional requirement:
16

9. Provide a modular simple interface with services and functions to be consumed by the
Visual Analytics Application.

Architecture

Figure 5. Architecture proposed for the collaboration toolkit

In the components diagram, the Visual Analytics Application is represented in gray, while the
white boxes correspond to the architecture of our toolkit. In order to minimize the effort of
integration for a developer using our solution, the proposed design minimizes the interaction
between an already existing or designed application with our collaboration toolkit.
The point of integration between the Visual Analytics Application and the added Collaboration
Toolkit is managed by the Stateful_Model defined by the developer of the visual analytics
application.
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Frontend
The SessionManager inside LiveSession.js is the main component of our toolkit. During a live
collaboration session, it delegates the realtime synchronization to TogetherJS (included into the
utilities package), the render of tools and annotations to the ToolsRenderer component, and
manages the calls to the backend API in order to log the changes in the session.
The ToolsRenderer adds additional options to the default toolbox provided by TogetherJS as
detailed later in the implementation section.
It also renders an additional navigation view to the left side of the page, hidden by default, it can
be expanded to navigate over the history of the current session and the list of annotations along
the session.
The annotator is the component in charge of capture, persist a new annotation, as well as
interpret it later to be rendered in the corresponding element of the view.
The collaborationAdmin component provides an additional page to the web application. On it the
list of past sessions and saved favorite snapshots are listed. From there it is possible to load a past
session, a favorite snapshot and ask for the analytics obtained from a past session.

Backend
The Realtime synchronizer is provided by TogetherJS as a hub in a separated server node.
However, it is possible to replace the hub by another provider on our own if would be any
requirement of customization or special security.
The Webapi_manager provides the services to allow the CRUD operations on the persisted
models in the collaboration_models package using the PersistenceManager component.

Collaboration Data Model
In the figure 6 is represented the data model contained into the collaboration_models package.

Figure 6. Collaboration data model
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Session
Considered as the main entity of the data structure, it contains the history of a session as a list of
snapshots. It also includes the corresponding chat associated and the list of participants
(CollabUser).

Snapshot
It represents a state in the history of the session. It is reflected as a particular visualization of data
in the web application. This visualization is recreated using the stateful_model associated and a
list of annotations created by the user for analysis.

Stateful Model
The stateful model is the point of intersection between a visual analytics application and the
collaboration toolkit, and is the one shared between the participants during a live session.
It is a duty of the developer using our toolkit to define the attributes according to the needs of
the specific Visual Analytics application.
As a gold rule for its definition, any change of interest in the visualization must be able to replicate
using this stateful model, and vice versa, any change in the stateful model should affect the
current visualization. Otherwise it is a sign of redundancy in the definition of the model and might
generate extra load in the traffic of messages during a live session.

Annotation
It contains the information of a created annotation during the collaborative session. Its content
property is an arbitrary Javascript object to allow a higher flexibility about the type and structure
of the attached content.
In the current implementation it corresponds to a position in the view and a comment associated.

CollabUser
Identified by an Id and a username, it is used to keep the track of actions during the session. It
does not match the User model of the original web application if it exists, however, the application
is asked to provide a function to get the id and username of the current participant during a live
session, if such function is not provided, the data is assigned by default using “NN” for the
username and a random new ID.

IMPLEMENTATION
Synchronization Strategy
Because of its flexibility and simplicity of integration, we decided to base the real time
synchronization mechanism to TogetherJS by Mozilla.
TogetherJS uses a mechanism of web sockets through a simple hub to redistributes the messages
and maintain an updated state in all the clients. Over this mechanism other additional features
are integrated, such as a live chat, the tracking of mouse of participants and the synchronization
of form’s elements (input html tags).
In our implementation, the stateful_model is shared over the same mechanism. So far, our toolkit
supports the following data types for the attributes of the stateful_model:
19

-

Basic javascript data types: int, float, Boolean, characters, Strings and Dates.
Arrays of the previous mentioned data types.

As an example, if an attribute of the state model is a Javascript object containing multiple
attributes it couldn’t be supported by the current implementation, i.e., the second level of the
tree in the model is not supported yet, furthermore, we believe that a stateful model should be
defined with enough completeness using a first-level structure in the vast majority of cases.

Authentication and Authorization
The authentication and authorization is integrated by taking two delegated functions assigned by
the web application in the front end. The first one is intended to return a Boolean indicating if the
user is authorized to enable the collaboration features, and the second one to provide an id and
username of the current participant.
Although we consider this mechanism relatively vulnerable, it represents a first simple step to
provide this integration. We also expect the application to take further actions if necessary before
enabling the collaboration features in the frontend. However, we also consider the need to
integrate directly more sophisticated mechanisms of authentication and authorization for a future
work. Among the available options we consider the direct integration of OAuth2, which also
provides a convenient integration with different social networks such as Facebook, Twitter and
Google among others [30].
On the other hand, beyond of providing a mechanism of authentication and authorization, we
also consider for a future work the usage of this information in the construction of user profiles
and subsequently in models of trust, which represents another of the trending challenges in
collaborative visualizations specially for the web case [2][15].

Persistence management
The current implementation requires the usage of Mongo as the persistence database to store
the collaboration models. The decision for a non-relational database is derived from the desire to
provide a higher flexibility in the datatypes for the stored content, which we expect will be useful
for the future inclusion of media content in the annotations and chat entities.

Enriched Front-end tools
The renderer component in the frontend adds additional html elements to provide our
collaborative features including:
-

Play and pause: To allow a temporal individual work avoiding the real time
synchronization with the other participants
Show annotations: To show the graphical annotations in the current view
Annotate: To generate a new annotation
Save favorite snapshot: To assign a name and allow the fast access to the saved snapshot.
Although by default all the changes in a session are saved, only the favorite snapshots are
available for fast access from the administration page managed by the
collaborationAdmin component.
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Figure 7. Additional tools to the original TogetherJS Toolbox

Additionally, in the left panel is allowed the navigation through the history of the session and
created annotations as shown in the figure 8:

Figure 8. Left toolbox. Navigation through session and through annotations.
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Annotations
An annotation in its simpler form is a comment made over a snapshot. In our implementation it is
associated to a graphical position in the view to highlight a particular characteristic in the
visualization (see case study STRAD) and it is represented with the following content attribute
(Figure 9):

Figure 9. Annotation’s content attribute implemented

But in general in our design, the “content” attribute in the data model is on purpose an open
Object to allow flexibility over the structure and type of data. So, it could be a simple String or, for
example, an object containing multiple attributes like a String with a comment, a polygon (let’s
say a square) positioned relative to an identified element (with a CSS selector), and a short video
explaining why is so important the highlighted data with the polygon.
Of course, to make it possible it requires as well the implementation of mechanisms to capture
and later represent again each type of data, which we propose as future work and where we
identify a bunch of possibilities given the provided capabilities in Web 2.0 [31] to manage different
types of media content and to integrate heterogeneous input modalities (voice and video
recording, 3D cameras, etc.), plus other practice libraries and annotation tools like Annotator [32].

INTEGRATION WORKFLOW: GUIDE OF USAGE
The proposed workflow includes 4 main steps as shown in the figure 10. The first step requires an
analysis of the web application to abstract its state at any moment. The second and third are
basically mechanical tasks to include and enable the functionalities of our toolkit. The fourth is
the step requiring more effort in function of the graphical elements of interaction in each
visualization shared.

Figure 10. Integration workflow
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Define the stateful model
The stateful model is the point of integration of a visual analytics web-app and the collaboration
toolkit. It implies that as the main pre-requisite for the integration, the application must know the
current state according to the interaction with the final user, or it can be easily determined.
For every view (page) where the collaboration is enabled it is required the definition of a stateful
model to replicate the application state among all the participants.
As mentioned before, a helpful constraint for its definition, is to consider that any change of
interest in the visualization should be able to replicate by using this stateful model, and vice versa,
any change in the stateful model should affect the current visualization.
In other words, it is the vector of properties reflecting the current state of the application. In many
cases, for example, corresponds to the set of filters to apply over the data.
In particular for our implementation, its definition syntax needs to be compliant with the
KnockoutJS [34] syntax since we are using it to track changes and ease some notification
workflows. KnockoutJS is a library to support single-page applications, among other functionalities
it enables two-way data binding between the Javascript models and the associated elements in
html.
Although the web-application is not required to use any functionality of Knockout in its general
workflow, we suggest to take advantage of it and enjoy the benefits of the Single-Page application
style [33].
Finally, the defined model needs to be passed to the collaboration toolkit with the function
setStatefulModel(statefulmodel).

Include dependencies
In the current implementation, the backend is provided for NodeJS and we expect to compile the
full toolkit as a Node Package (npm [35]). However, by now, the inclusion needs to be made by
copying and pasting the set of source files into the project folder. Also the package Mongoose
needs to be installed through npm, and a connection to a MongoDB must be provided since we
are basing our persistence model on the Mongo DB. The required source files to include in the
backend folders are:

Figure 11. Dependencies on the backend side

On the frontend side, the following resources need to be referenced in the html files
corresponding to the collaborative visualizations:
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Figure 12. Dependencies on the frontend side

Configure and enable
Once defined the stateful model, we can proceed to enable the collaboration features by calling
the function enableCollaboration(config) of our toolkit. It receives a parameter a config object
which could be empty, but also could include a list of optional configuration parameters to
customize the behavior of the collaboration. These are so far:




trackMousePointer: Boolean (true by default)
showFocusOnElements: Boolean (true by default)
ignoredElementsOnView: [String with CSS selectors] ([“:password”] by default)

Subscribe
Finally, in order to listen to external changes in the stateful_model and consequently update the
related controls in the application, an observable pattern over the model is used and the
application can subscribe to those changes through the function setOnExternalChange(function)
which receives as a parameter a delegated function to be called when an external change is made.
The main effort of integration lays in this step and it is dependent on the number of graphical
interactive elements that need an independent management. By default, the default html
elements for interaction, such as text inputs, select tags, ranges, among others, are synchronized
automatically; but, as we show in our case studies, these are not enough in many visual analytics
applications where we will require a particular management.

CASE STUDIES
STRAD
STRAD (Spatio-Temporal RADar), developed in collaboration with the Technische Universität
Kaiserslautern and the Universidad de los Andes, is a web-based system with an innovative
proposal to represent spatio-temporal data events in an interactive single page [21].
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Figure 13. Original STRAD Web-system

A submitted but not published paper describing the web-based implementation is annexed to this
document.

Integration workflow
Following the integration workflow suggested here, the steps made to enable the collaborative
features in STRAD were:

1. Stateful model
The definition of this model is based on the relation between the multiple controls and its effect
in the visualization.

Figure 14. Defined stateful model for STRAD

Selected year is associated to the <select> tag in the left-up corner of the application, indicating
the year corresponding to the data displayed.
Hours_range corresponds to the selection made by the brush control of the inner radar (red arc).
Dates_range corresponds to the selection made by the brush control of the outer radar.
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Dows is an array of size between 0 and 7 indicating the days of the week to analyze. These days
can be selected in the application by clicking the axis labels of the outer radar.
Selected_upzs is an array corresponding to the selected geopolygons on the map in the right side
of the page.
It is important to remark that any change in this model should and takes an effect in the
visualization, and the full visualization can be replicated using these model. Therefore we can say
that the model is complete.
The corresponding syntax to be compliant with KnockoutJS is as follows:
var state_datamodel={
//initial values are defined here as parameters, but it is optional.
selected_year:ko.observable(selected_year),
hours_range:ko.observableArray([0,23]),
dates_range:ko.observableArray([new Date(selected_year,0,1),
new Date(selected_year,11,31,23,59)]),
dows:ko.observableArray([0,1,2,3,4,5,6]),
selectedUpzs:ko.observableArray([]),
};

2. Including dependencies
Besides copying and pasting the corresponding files and dependencies, we need to reference
them as follows:
In the Nodejs main file (app.js):
var config
= require('./config/database'); // get db config file
var mongoose
= require('mongoose');
mongoose.connect(config.database);
var collaboration = require('./routes/collab_api');
app.use('/collaboration', collaboration);

In the html view (layout.jade equivalent to layout.html) :
script(src='/js/jquery-1.11.1.min.js')
link(rel='stylesheet', href='/css/flaticon.css')
link(rel='stylesheet', href='/css/collab.css')
script(type='text/javascript',src='/js/knockout-3.4.0.js')
script(src="https://togetherjs.com/togetherjs-min.js")
script(src="/js/collab/jquery.switchButton.js")
link(rel='stylesheet', href='/css/jquery.switchButton.css')
script(type='text/javascript',src='/js/collab/LiveSession.js')

3. Configure and enable
Once the page and resources are loaded the features are enabled as follows:
$(function() {
…
LiveSession.setStatefulModel(state_datamodel);
LiveSession.enableCollaboration();
…
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}
);

4. Subscribe and react to external changes
Either before or after enabling the collaboration, we need to subscribe to the external changes:
function receiveModel(changedProp){
//the taken actions are delegated to the application.
console.log("updating controls here");
var newVal=state_datamodel[changedProp]();//knockoutJS syntax
switch(changedProp)
{
case 'selectedUpzs':
setSelectionUPZ(newVal);
break;
case 'dows':
setDowsSelection(newVal);
break;
case 'dates_range':
setDatesSelection(newVal);
break;
case 'hours_range':
setHoursSelection(newVal);
break;
}
updateViews();//For this application, this pre-existing function
makes the calls to backend in order to bring the new data according to
the set of filters in the stateful model.
}
$(function() {
…
LiveSession.setOnExternalChange(receiveModel);//subscribes to changes
…
}
);

Estimated effort
For this case, we found that besides the lines of referencing the files, we had a very low demand
of additional code to integrate the toolkit with the pre-existing application:
In total we added 15 lines of additional code, where 8 are mandatory lines for the initialization
and configuration of the toolkit, and 7 are particular to the application which are basically the
function subscribing to changes “receiveModel(property)”.
In terms of time, although we didn’t perform a proper strict measurement, we estimate that the
invested time for this integration was less than 3 hours, and it would take a maximum of 4 hours
for a completely new user of our toolkit. Most of this time was invested in the function to
subscribe to changes, since the interactive non-standard elements in the web application (i.e,
circular brushes and selectable polygons in leaflet) required an independent management.
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Results
In the figures 15 to 22 are presented the corresponding results after integrating the collaboration
toolkit.

Figure 15. Button to initiate the collaboration tools

The button “Start collaborating” starts a new collaboration session. The link item “Manage
sessions” is added by the developer to give access to the page of administration of the figure 22,
by default the url is fixed at the path “/collaboration/sessions”

Figure 16. First view of collaboration tools

Once in a collaboration session, the tools are rendered as follows:
1. Button to expand the collapsed toolbox to explore through the session (fig. 21)
2. Share link to invite other participants into the current session.
3. Toolbox with easy access tools for collaboration. Detailed in figure 7.
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Figure 17. Live session displaying cursors of other participants (1) and the avatars with the corresponding colors (2)

Figure 18. Adding a snapshot over the inner radar.

To add a snapshot after clicking the “add” button (1) in figure 18, the cursor changes to the
crosshair ( ) so the next click of the user indicates the position of the corresponding annotation.
A comment is added and the additional content could be added through the button in (2).
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Figure 19. Displaying graphical annotations. Represented as exclamation signs where they were created (1). The
button (2) hides the marks when desired.

The positioning is performed with respect to the x and y coordinates of the page, which is limited
to a fixed configuration of elements, i.e. so far, it does not support responsive layouts for example
for mobile devices. Also it does not take in consideration the zoom applied to the leaflet map in
the right side, so the annotations placed inside are inaccurate when changing the zoom.

Figure 20. Showing a past snapshot (1). The corresponding index is indicated at the top side of the left toolbox,
while the session is hold in pause mode as reflected by the play option (2).
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As shown in the figure 20, it is possible to explore a past state of the session (snapshot) by
exploring the history in the left toolbox.

Figure 21. Showing list of annotations. Only annotations in current view (left) and all the annotations through the
session (right)

In figure 21, the annotations not corresponding to the current snapshot are shown in black, while
the added in the current snapshot are shown in blue. Holding the mouse over the items in the list
of annotations show temporary the corresponding mark in the visualization like in the figure 19.

Figure 22. Administration page. Past sessions and saved favorite snapshots

The administration page shows an overview of the past sessions and favorite snapshots. Loading
a session redirect to the last state of that session with the collaboration tools active. Loading a
snapshot redirect to the corresponding session in pause mode and showing the selected snapshot.
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Visualization of Origin-Destination matrices
Developed in the Universidad de los Andes, this visualization represents the data of origindestination matrices using a connection barchart and coordinated maps [22]. It is implemented
as a web-based application using the information of routes of Transmilenio1 in Bogota, Colombia.

Figure 23. Overview of Web visualization for origin-destination matrices

Figure 24. Selection example between the coordinated maps (top) and the connection barchart (bottom)

1

Transmilenio: Public transport system in Bogota, Colombia.
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Although for this case study, the actual integration could not be completed on time, we expose
here the critical steps of the corresponding workflow in order to include our toolkit.

Integration workflow
Stateful model
Given the functionality of the application, we could determine that only two values are used to
replicate the visualization. These are:

Figure 25. Defined stateful model for the visualization of Origin-Destination matrices

Node_origin can be selected either as one of the orange bars from the Barchart in the bottom
section of the page, or from the left map which is coordinated with the orange bars. Understood
as a String with the identifier of the corresponding node, but it could be a simple integer.
Node_destination can be selected either as one of the purple bars from the Barchart in the bottom
section of the page, or from the right map which is coordinated with the purple bars. Understood
as a String with the identifier of the corresponding node, but it could be a simple integer.

Subscribe to changes
Once included the toolkit source files and the corresponding dependencies, we can define a
simple function to simulate the selection in the visualization tool once an external change is
detected:
function receiveModel(changedProp){
var newVal=state_datamodel[changedProp]();//knockoutJS syntax
switch(changedProp)
{
case node_origin:
selectOrigin(newVal);//filter by the origin node
break;
case 'node_destination':
selectDestination(newVal);//filter by the destination node
break;
}
}
$(function() {
…
LiveSession.setOnExternalChange(receiveModel);//subscribes to changes
…
}
);
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Estimated effort
Taking into account the number of interactive elements particular to this visualization (the bar
chart and the selectable points in the map), we consider that an additional time of development
of 2 hours should be enough for the full integration with our toolkit.

CONCLUSIONS
Our solution collects effectively the set of most relevant collaboration features and design
guidelines according to the relevant previous researches on the topic.
Our design accomplishes two main goals: First, and most important, minimize the direct
interaction with the original application in order to minimize the effort invested by the developer
using our solution. Second, it maintains a clear structure with a suitable separation of concerns
and extensible data models in order to encourage the implementation of future features not
implemented in this version.
The selection of a non-relational database responds partially to the desire of extend those
functionalities by facilitating the inclusion of heterogeneous and unstructured data into the
persisted models.
The main constraint for the integration of our toolkit is an adequate definition of the stateful
model for each shared view in a collaborative session. This definition should guarantee that a
determined visualization can be replicated by using such model.
A simplified integration workflow to integrate our toolkit is proposed as a solution to the
addressed challenge of standardization.

Future Work
During the development of this project, we identify several features of great interest to enrich the
collaboration process, although due to time constraints many of them were not implemented.
Here are listed some of the most relevant:
Regarding to the meta-analysis of the recorded sessions there is a bunch of possibilities to explore.
In the current implementation, only some simple data of interest are considered (number of
snapshots, number of annotations, snapshot with most annotations, the most active user).
However, the inclusion of more specialized tools like business intelligence, machine learning,
knowledge management, information extraction techniques and Web 3.0 can introduce a big
valuable insight in the analysis of a past session, and then support other decision processes.
The inclusion of media content now easier with the standard Web 2.0, and the integration with
other types of multimodal interaction (such as voice/video recording among others) is identified
as the next must to provide a better collaboration process.
Regarding to the annotations, besides the inclusion of media-content, it is important to remark
the limitations of associating a position for non-standard html elements. For instance, in the case
of leaflet, we were not able to associate annotations with positions into the map because our
representation of the position does not consider the dynamic zoom of the map, which is inherent
to the library. Another case is for 3D representations mostly empower by WebGL, since the
changes of projection would not be reflected in changes in the annotation’s position. For each of
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such cases, an additional development is required and in general, the annotation model should
be flexible enough to identify the different types and render the position according to an optional
customizable function for each type.
The integration of mechanisms of authentication and authorization can be improved to reduce
vulnerabilities, for example with the direct inclusion of OAuth 2.0 and its possible articulation with
external login providers, such as the social networks like Facebook, Twitter and Google.
A deeper understanding of the user, its background, interactions and interest can be performed
and the collected information could be used in the construction of trust models and in the support
to provide a common ground in a heterogeneous team.
Finally, some tasks of packaging, compiling and publishing in single executables (npm, minified
javascript files) still needs to be done, and is proposed as the next step to ease even more the
reusability of the toolkit, especially for the production release of the web app.
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ANNEX I – STRAD: A WEB-BASED SYSTEM FOR THE VISUAL
EXPLORATION OF SPATION-TEMPORAL EVENT DATA
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of Spatio-Temporal Event Data
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Fig. 1: STRAD - Spatio-Temporal Radar: Detail of the temporal view presenting the comparison of events within two different
regions (left) and spatial view including the selection of two regions and their corresponding detailed view displaying the exact
location of the events (right).
Abstract— As the amount of spatio-temporal data increases abreast of the spread of mobile technologies, the seamless integration
of this data into decision making processes becomes more crucial. Based on previous work on the design of a visual exploration tool
for geotagged user-generated content, we present STRAD (Spatio-Temporal Radar), a web-based system for the visual exploration
of spatio-temporal event data from a multilevel perspective. We present two case studies from the domains of urban planning and
transportation planning where lessons learned from the use in practice of the system are derived. Further, we summarize the
knowledge we gained in the transition from the design of the system to its implementation and usage into best practices that can be
applied to other application domains.
Index Terms—Spatio-temporal event data, visual exploration, visual query system, decision making support
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I NTRODUCTION
of the spatial queries. Ostermann et al. [20] proposed a five-phase
approach for studying semantic similarity of places based on the
analysis of social media data. Drawing upon their experience, they
suggested six steps in which geostatistical analysis of this type of data
can be enhanced. Wood et al. [36] proposed the creation of a visual
environment for the exploration of spatio-temporal data built upon the
combination of multiple web-based tools (geovisualization mashup).
They described critical issues and limitations faced in the process of
integrating these tools. Unfortunately most of these findings have not
been compiled in a concise way, which hampers other researchers’
ability to build upon the experiences of their colleagues. In this
context, a clear compilation of lessons learned best practices is of
great relevance.

The fast spread and growing popularity of mobile technologies has led
to a significant increase in the amount of spatio-temporal data that is
produced every day. This fact has attracted the interest of decision
makers in several domains since these technologies have turned devices into sensors of a wide variety of phenomena. As this type of
data becomes ever more available, the need to create systems that help
decision makers to gain a better understanding of the multiple levels
implicit in the spatial and temporal dimensions of this data remains in
force.
One of the main challenges in the development of such systems is
to keep aligned tasks and requirements along the whole process. There
are numerous approaches whose aim is to help researchers and developers in the achievement of this goal. For instance, human-centered
methodologies have been extensively used in the process of design and
evaluation of interactive visualization systems. Examples in the field
of spatio-temporal data visualization can be found in [14, 24, 27, 34].
Although these approaches are excellent starting points for the conception of a new system, they usually exclude the implementation phase.
Hence the extension of these approaches to the development phase is
unclear.
Other researchers have contributed towards this direction. Ferreira
et al. [11] pointed out performance issues of conventional database
management systems while querying large spatio-temporal data sets.
Therefore, they propose an alternative method for the management

In this paper we present STRAD (Spatio-Temporal Radar): A webbased system that supports multilevel visual exploration of spatiotemporal event data. Based on our experience designing and developing this system, we focus on:
• design and implementation decisions taken to support the fulfillment of analytical and operational requirements,
• lessons learned from the use in practice of the system in two
different domains, and
• best practices and recommendations regarding the different steps
in the development process.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We begin with
a brief discussion of the related work in Section 2. In section 3, we describe the methodological approach used to extract general tasks and
requirements for the development of STRAD. Next, the design of the
visual query interface as well as the software architecture of our system are explained in Section 4. We present two case studies in the
domains of urban planning and transportation planning in Section 5,
and discuss the lessons learned from the use in practice of the system
in each domain. Further on, best practices derived from our experience
in designing, developing, and using the system are presented in Section 6. Finally, we provide our conclusions and directions for future
work in Section 7.
2

spatio-temporal event data. STempo consists of five coordinated views
displaying the spatial, temporal, and thematic attributes of events reported in online news articles. Interaction across the views is facilitated through the use of linked selections and highlighting techniques. MacEachren et al. [15] introduce SensePlace2, a web-based
system that supports situational awareness in crisis management from
the analysis of social media events (Twitter). Multiple coordinated
views are also used to explore the spatial, temporal, and semantic content of Twitter events (tweets). Here, spatial selections can be done
by clicking on map regions, while time selections can be performed
through a timeline display control that encodes the tweet events density over time. Andrienko and Andrienko [2] propose a tool to analyze
the spatial distribution of temporal behaviors. They use multiple coordinated views to display the spatial and temporal attributes of the data
separately, but in addition, they provide a combined view where both
attributes can be displayed in a single visualization.
In the examples mentioned above, either the exploration of time
or space are addressed from a multilevel perspective. STRAD
focuses on the integration of the properties of visual query systems
and visual exploration systems with the purpose of facilitating the
intuitive exploration of spatio-temporal event data within multiple
spatial scales (analysis of events in the whole region of study, per
sub-regions, and details inside the sub-regions) and multiple temporal
resolutions (analysis of events per year, month, day of the week, and
time of the day).

R ELATED W ORK

We subdivide the related work into two groups: 1) multilevel data
exploration in visual query systems and visual exploration systems
and 2) documentation of lessons learned and best practices for the
design and implementation of visual exploration systems.
Visual Query Systems and Visual Exploration Systems. The exploration and analysis of spatio-temporal data remain as subject of extensive research in several disciplines such as urban planning, disaster
prevention and management, transportation planning, and epidemiology among others. Much research in recent years has focused on the
application of different visualization and interaction techniques with
the purpose of providing experts with intuitive means for the completion of their analysis tasks. Our work builds on the previous work from
two fields that seek to improve the way experts obtain knowledge from
the data: Visual Query Systems (VQS) and Visual Exploration Systems (VES). Both approaches are relevant to the design of our system
since they tackle the data exploration problem from different perspectives. Here, we briefly describe some of the work in these fields that
emphasize on the analysis of the spatial and temporal characteristics
of the data.
On one hand, VQS focus on how to easily define subsets of data that
have certain known characteristics. These systems have been traditionally used to support database exploration [6]; they apply the concept of
dynamic query controls [1] with the purpose of offering a more intuitive visual environment for the formulation of database queries. In the
context of spatio-temporal data, VQS have been mostly used for that
purpose. For example, Brewer et al. [4] introduce a collaborative geovisualization environment for the exploration of climate data. In their
application, temporal constraints can be setup through interaction with
a radial or linear date selection widget. The results of the query are
then displayed in a map view. Similarly, Edsall and Peuquet [9] propose a radial time selection widget for the introduction of time-based
queries into Geographical Information Systems (GIS). Cavalcanti et
al. [7] propose a VQS for spatio-temporal data called S-TVQE. This
system integrates the formulation of spatial and temporal constraints
in an integrated environment. Even though these approaches provide
a more intuitive way to define constraints, the visual query interface
and the visualization of results are treated independently. This makes
it difficult to draw relations between the query parameters and the results. An alternative to overcome this problem has been presented by
Draper et al. [8]. In their paper, they describe a visual query interface
to simplify the task of identifying correlations among the entities in a
relational model. The interface which is organized based on a radial
layout, displays all available entities as ring segments. By dragging
a particular entity to the interior of the ring (selection), the relations
among the selected entity and all the other entities in the model become visible as links. Although this example does not involve the
query of spatio-temporal data sets, the guiding principles for integrating the visualization of result sets into the query interface are well
illustrated.
On the other hand, VES aim at providing interactive means to explore unknown characteristics of the data. Within this group the most
common used techniques include multiple coordinated views in combination with linking and brushing. Robinson et al. [25] present
STempo, a system for the exploration and analysis of patterns in

Lessons Learned and Best Practices. In addition to the motivation
for the conception of our system, we claim that a clear statement concerning successes and drawbacks experienced in the implementation
of this kind of system can guide researchers in future developments.
In this regard, an extensive resource of guidelines can be found in the
information visualization literature. From Bertin’s work ”Semiology
of Graphics” [3], Tufte’s ”The Visual Display of Quantitative Information” [29], and Ware’s ”Information Visualization: Perception for
Design” [33] among others, to wider approaches that consider the design, implementation, and validation of complete interactive visualization systems [18, 12, 34]. Here, the documentation of best practices
based on the experience of applying these techniques and approaches
in particular application domains represents a great benefit to the visualization community. Moreover, Wong et al. [35] present lessons
learned from the application of graph analysis techniques in different
domains. They report the drawbacks encountered for each of the four
example applications and propose alternatives to overcome these problems from a general perspective. Likewise, Brodbeck and Girardin [5]
describe a set of five rules that emerged from their experience from
the development of interactive visualization applications. They present
City’O’Scope a multiple-coordinated views application for the analisis
of demographic, environmental, and additional data from cities around
the world that was developed following these rules.
Here, we aim to follow these examples by providing a compilation
of lessons learned and best practices from our experience in the design,
implementation, and use in practice of STRAD. While the findings
reported in this paper are directed towards the development of a webbased system for the visual exploration of spatio-temporal event data,
some of these lessons learned and best practices can be transferred to
other application domains.
3

TASKS

AND

R EQUIREMENTS

To gather tasks and requirements relevant to the analysis of spatiotemporal event data, we invited five experts from two different domains (urban planning and transportation planning) to participate in
two activities: unstructured interviews and analysis of scenarios. The
unstructured interviews helped to uncover the functional requirements
related to the operation of the system. The analysis of scenarios proved
to be suitable for the identification of tasks and requirements associated with the analytical needs of the studied domains. This was largely
due to the fact that experts had as basis a clear description of a data set
of this nature and the context for its analysis. For this activity, one
scenario was designed for each of the application domains in consid2
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sions such as space and time, experts can focus on filtering based
on particular characteristics of the data.
[R5] Facilitate the visual comparison of temporal and spatial attributes of the data: incorporate explicit visual strategies for the
comparison of different subsets of the data. This requirement is
essential in decision making processes.
[R6] Use of visual idioms known in the domains: this property contributes to the learnability (also known as the usability of the
system over time).

eration. The scenario for the urban planners involved the analysis of
georeferenced social media activity, while the scenario for the transportation planners included the exploration of road safety data. As a
result of this activity, experts described their tasks as specific questions
that the visual exploration system should help to answer.
With the purpose to cover a broader spectrum of analytical needs including other domains we used Munzner’s analysis framework for task
abstraction [18]. This framework aims at providing an abstract classification for domain-specific tasks by separating them according to
their goals (e.g., analyze, search, and query) and targets (e.g., all data,
data attributes, network data, spatial data). By doing this classification
it is possible to reason about general functionalities that a system for
the exploration of spatio-temporal event data should provide.
Table 1 presents eight examples of lower-level domain questions
[17] defined by the domain experts and their abstraction to {action,
target} pairs resulting from applying this framework. The tasks presented here comprise the most frequent {action, target} pairs encountered during the task abstraction process.

Through the unstructured interviews, we identified other requirements that are not directly related to the data but to the system itself.
This requirements are:
[R7] Portability of the system: the system can be accessed and used
in different environments. Additionally, no special hardware or
software is required.
[R8] Interactive response times: to avoid the interruption of the analysis workflow, the system should respond promptly to user interaction.
[R9] Ease of update and extension: updates to the system should be
easily accessible by the users. Similarly, the integration of new
functionalities should be feasible in a reasonable amount of time.

Domain: Urban Planning
Data: Social Media Activity (SMA) data
Domain Specific Question

{action, target} pairs

Where are the hotspots of SMA?

{identify, features}

How does SMA varies among regions with different characteristics?

{compare, distribution}

Which regions have high, low, or
null SMA?

{locate, extremes/outliers}

How does SMA evolves over time
for a particular set of regions?

{discover, similarity}

Despite the task and requirements mentioned above emerged from
the analytical needs of two particular domains, the addressed aspects are common to several domains involving the analysis of spatiotemporal event data. The following section demonstrates how particular design and implementation decisions applied in our system support
the fulfillment of this requirements from a general perspective.
4 STRAD S YSTEM OVERVIEW
4.1 Visual Query Interface
Based on previous work on the design of a visual exploration tool
for geotagged user-generated content [10], we implemented STRAD.
We followed a top-down approach known as the visual informationseeking mantra proposed by Shneiderman: Overview first, zoom and
filter, then details-on-demand [28].
At first, two coordinated views: temporal view and spatial view
present an overview of the distribution of the data (see Figure 2). The
temporal view depicts in the form of a histogram the amount of events
that took place in the course of one year. The spatial view depicts
a choropleth map encoding a density metric that is defined in accordance to the application domain (R1, R4, R6). For example, urban
planners studying social media activity would define a density metric
as follows:

Domain: Transportation Planning
Data: Road safety data (traffic accidents)
Domain Specific Question

{action, target} pairs

How does a year of traffic accidents
look like?

{summarize, distribution}

Which times and days of the week
get the most occurrences?

{discover, trends}

Which regions or roads have safety
issues (based on the frequency of
accidents)?

{explore, trends}

Table 1: Lower-level domain questions in two different domains and
their abstraction to {action, target} pairs.

density = # events/Km2

(1)

while transportation planners studying road safety data would consider
more meaningful a density metric defined as:

The outcome of this abstraction process revealed that initially domain experts are more interested in consuming the data rather than
producing/deriving new data. The most common actions identified
involve cases in which the location of the target is unknown (locate
and explore actions). Based on this finding the following functional
requirements were derived:

density = # accidents/# registered vehicles

(2)

This overview allows users to visually identify possible regions of
interest (ROIs) within the data. Therefore, insights about atypical or
unexpected patterns in the data can be obtained. Once these ROIs
have been identified, users can apply filters to focus on the data they
are interested in exploring further. To define such filters, the visual
query interface of STRAD includes several interactive selection controls that can be manipulated to generate a fitting query (R3). All
resulting queries comply the following form as expressed in relational
algebra:

[R1] Provide data overview: visualize a summary of the whole data
set prior to exploration. This is especially important to support
discover, explore, and summarize actions.
[R2] Include focus and context approach: while exploring specific
subsets of the data show an overview of the surrounding information. Discover and explore actions can benefit from using this
approach.
[R3] Provide interactive means to query the data: being able to narrow down the data displayed eases the accomplishment of all the
actions.
[R4] Use of multiple coordinated views to emphasize on different data
dimensions: actions can refer to the analysis of different data dimensions. By having dedicated views for complex data dimen-

σtemporalConst (events) ∩ σspatialConst (events)

(3)

A query can contain none, one, or more temporal and spatial constraints. When both of these constraints are empty, STRAD displays
the default overview of the complete data set. Instead, if one or more
temporal and spatial constraints are set, STRAD’s views are updated
3

Fig. 2: STRAD’s visual query interface showing the visualization and interaction components: a) label indicating the current time interval
selected and combobox for the selection of the year. Inside out the temporal view contains: b) 1st ring, displaying the distribution of events per
time of the day; c) 2nd ring, interactive control to define time intervals with respect to the times of the day; d) 3rd ring, showing the distribution
of events per day of the week for every month of the year; and e) 4th ring, interactive control for the selection of time interval within days of
the year; f) is the legend that describe the color coding for the selected regions (geopolygons) within the spatial view. On the right side of the
picture, the spatial view contains: g) the map view where the domain-specific density metric is encoded as a choropleth map. The selected
regions (geopolygons) are marked with a red outline; h) menu for switching among alternative map representations; i) the legend describing the
ranges used for color coding and the button that allows the interactive adjustment of the color scale; and j) the detailed view of the regions in
the selection showing the exact location of events inside each region.

to display specific information about the events in the selection, but
keeping in context the information about the events which are out of
the selection (R2).

the exact location of the events provides a precise view of the location
of hotspots; second, a clusters map presents a more condensed and
minimalist view of the heatmap ; and third, a raw data map displays a
random sample of events where additional data of each event can be
visualized by rolling the mouse over it. Figures 3e - 3h show all four
representations available in the spatial view.
The combination of temporal and spatial constraints brings more
advanced filtering capabilities to the system. Particularly, it supports
well the actions in which the location of the targets is unknown. The
use of a graphical user interfaces as a means for query construction
also benefits the usability of the system for non expert users since they
are not required to learn any querying languages such as SQL.

A temporal constraint can be set up by changing the opening angle
of the interactive control rings. Inside out, the second ring enables
the selection of a time range with respect to the time of the day. The
fourth ring allows users to define a time range that comprises months
and days of the year. In addition, it is also possible add more rules
to a temporal constraints by including the Days of the Week (DOWs).
DOW labels are located in between the second and third ring and they
can be activated or deactivated by clicking them (see Figure 3a). Once
the constraint is defined, the results are reflected immediately on both
views. In the temporal view, the scale indicating the amount of events
per DOW is updated in order to adapt to the minimum and maximum
values within the selection (see Figure 3b). Hence, the subset of events
which is on the focus of the analysis gets scaled properly. In the spatial
view the density values are re-computed based on the events contained
in the selection.

4.2

System Architecture

STRAD has been implemented as a web application in order to favor
mainly three quality attributes: portability, by supporting access to the
system from multiple platforms (R7); scalability, by enabling different
server configurations in the back-end; and maintainability of the software, by considering a suitable Separation of Concerns (SoC)(R9).
STRAD’s architecture separates the concerns of data processing in the
server side (back-end), while the concern of data presentation is managed in the web browser (front-end). Below we describe the components comprised in the back-end and front-end of our system.

Likewise, spatial constraints can be defined interactively inside the
spatial view. Clicking on one region will filter out the events that did
not take place in that location. The temporal view will be updated accordingly to display the new subset of events under analysis. When
a region is selected in the spatial view, a new detailed view is triggered. This view displays the exact location of single events inside the
region providing a better look to the internal distribution of the events
(see Figure 3d). Clicking on two or more regions will not only trigger the detailed view but also the comparative mode (R5). Once two
or more regions are selected in the spatial view, new plot lines appear
in the temporal view to indicate the particular temporal distribution of
events in each selected region (see Figure 3c). Three alternative representations included in the spatial view provide further details about
the events in the current selection: first, a heatmap generated based on

4.2.1

Back-end

The back-end consists of two parts: a database and a web server. A
PostgreSQL database is used to store the spatio-temporal event data.
The PostGIS module is included to perform spatial operations such as
intersections, unions, and distance measurements among others. The
server side was implemented using NodeJS [13] to improve the software’s maintainability since both back-end and front-end are developed in JavaScript language (R9). The server offers a web API based
4
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(a) Setup of temporal constraints

(b) Rescaling of events range

(c) Comparison - Temporal view

(d) Comparison - Spatial view

(e) Density map

(f) Heatmap

(g) Clusters map

(h) Raw events map

Fig. 3: Details of the visual query interface of STRAD.

• Year: represented as an integer and manipulated with a single
combobox in the visual query interface. It is the only filter in the
state model that has an impact in all components.
• Dates range: represented as a fixed array of timestamps of size 2
containing the starting and ending dates.
• Hours range: represented as a fixed array of integers of size 2
containing the starting and ending times of the day.
• DOW array: represented as an array of maximum 7 elements to
filter by the days of the week.
• Geopolygons array: an array of integers with the IDs of the selected polygons within the choropleth map.
Event Manager Component: This component is in charge of
listening to the events triggered by user interaction in the visual query
interface (e.g., HTML-DOM for web applications). Once an event
is triggered, this component evaluates the changes in the corresponding objects in the state-model, and delegates the necessary updates
to the corresponding views. Consistent with the design of the visual
query interface, the temporal and spatial views are associated to their
own component in the architecture. These components are deployed
as JavaScript files and they have the capability of modifying sections
in the visual query interface.

Fig. 4: STRAD system architecture. Components included in the
back-end (server side) and front-end (visual query interface).

on REST architectural style whereby the processing and extraction of
the spatio-temporal event data is facilitated.
4.2.2

Front-end

Temporal View Component: The temporal view component
contains two sub-components each of them defined based on three
characteristics: the distinction of the displayed information, the filters associated to their graphical representation, and the filters used to
update their own data. These sub-components include:

The front-end follows a Single Page Application (SPA) oriented architecture, which means that a web page is not reloaded during its usage,
instead, only the elements of the interface affected by user’s interaction
are redrawn. In this case, either the web application makes new calls
to update the data, or it changes the presentation based on the current
available data. The SPA approach allows us to support rich interaction,
leading to a more natural and native-like experience to the user (R8).
The components included in the SPA are the shown in Figure 4.

• The Year Sub-component: showing the events data per DOW
along the months of a year. It is updated when changes in the
year, hours-range, or geopolygons array of the state-model are
performed.
• The Day Sub-component: showing the events data per time of the
day. It is updated when changes in the year, dates-range, DOWarray, or geopolygons array of the state-model are performed.

State Model Component: This is the model used to display
changes in the visual query interface. In STRAD, it is defined as the
list of filters to be manipulated by the users during the visual exploration tasks. These filters are:
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Spatial View Component: Likewise, the spatial view component
consists of two sub-components defined based on the same three characteristics.
• Choropleth Map: showing the domain-specific density metric for
every polygon in the map. This sub-component is updated when
changes in the year, dates-range, hours-range, or DOW-array of
the state-model are performed.
• Single-events Map: showing single events distributed over all
the geographical area of study. It is updated by the same events
as the choropleth map but it has no impact in any other filter of
the state-model. This sub-component uses plugins provided by
LeafletJS [32] to visualize the events data using alternative visual
representations (heatmap and clusters view).
5 C ASE S TUDIES
Below we present two case studies that demonstrate the use of STRAD
in decision making processes of two different domains (urban planning
and transportation planning). First, a brief motivation for the analysis
of each data set is presented. Next, the data set and the analysis task
are described, followed by analysis and report of insights gained from
the multilevel exploration of the data. Lastly, the lessons learned from
use in practice of our system are listed. These lessons evidence good
practices as well as opportunities for the improvement of the system.
Despite some of these lessons seem to be tightly related to the data
under analysis, we consider them to be applicable in further cases.

Fig. 5: Identification of false-positive in ”Salitre Occidental”. The
exploded view on the cluster shows that all the events are generated
in a single location. The content of the tweets helped to identify the
account that published these tweets (#trndnl).

most frequented by the citizens of Bogotá. The heatmap and clusters
view showed a more accurate location of those hotspots (see Figure 6).
5.1.4 Lessons Learned
[L1] Twitter as a data source has some limitations: 1) we do not have
access to the full stream, which adds uncertainty to the data; 2)
only a small portion of tweets are geotagged: 3) Twitter users are
not a representative sample of the population, more than 40%
of the users in colombia are between 18-29 years old; and 4)
there exists corporate accounts that use robots to publish content. Though urban planners are partially aware of these issues,
data quality issues must be carefully treated and clearly communicated.

5.1 Twitter Events in Bogotá’s Urban Perimeter
Twitter is one of the most popular Location-Based Social Networks
nowadays. It is estimated that more than 6000 tweets are generated
every second [23], and approximately 20% of them are geotagged [31].
This extensive data source offers urban planners the opportunity to get
a better understanding of where are the citizens, what are they doing,
and when.
5.1.1 Data
For this case study we used a collection of approximately 4.5 million
of geotagged tweets within the urban perimeter of Bogotá, Colombia
corresponding to the period between October 2014 and January 2016.
This data has been gathered using the Twitter Streaming API [30].
According to the documentation, the API provides access to up to 1%
of the total firehose volume.

[L2] The density choropleth map proved to be effective to provide an
overview of the spatial distribution of the data. However, other
visual representations such as the heatmap or the clusters map
are more accurate in displaying the spatial distribution of the
events aside of the underlying semantic layer used to compute
the densities (in this case study, the administrative boundaries of
planning zones). In conclusion, these three representations are
complementary to each other since they serve different levels of
inquiry.

5.1.2 Task
Three experts in urban planning from the city of Bogotá participated
in this case study. Their objective was to test the hypothesis that regions with high twitter activity during the night leisure times (usually
Fridays and Saturdays between 10pm and 3am) indicate the location
of already known night leisure areas. The discovery of new hotspots
within this time interval could reveal the origin of new night leisure
areas.

[L3] Combining the dynamic query controls along with the visualization of the query results and contextual data helps creating
awareness of more complex phenomena. For instance, a deeper
exploration of regions with low SMA showed that a great part of
the area of these regions covered by public parks. In these regions, the temporal distribution of events remained stable along
the whole year. According to the experts, this could indicate
problems in the WiFi / mobile internet infrastructure in public
parks.

5.1.3 Analysis
From the overview, the first thing noticed by the experts was the drastic
decrease of SMA from April to October 2015 (see Figure 6-left). For
this reason, they opted for analyzing the period with a higher amount
of tweets (January to March 2015). In the spatial view, experts detected an unexpected high density in the ”Salitre Occidental” region;
the clusters view showed a high concentration of events in a single
point. The exploded view of the cluster showed that all the events
were originated in the same location. After exploring the information of single events (content of the tweet), experts were able to determine that the high concentration of tweets was caused by a single
user/account. This account published systematically tweets about the
trending topics in Colombia (see Figure 5). Experts classified this
region as a false-positive in the context of this task. Excluding the
false-positive, further exploration of the other regions helped experts
to validate their hypothesis. The regions showing a high density of
events (density = # events/Km2 ) highlighted the night leisure areas

[L4] For exploring suspicious SMA, the capability for exploding clusters is very advantageous. This functionality was not included in
the initial design, but after performing early evaluations of the
system with non-expert users, the need to provide more details
within the clusters view arose. Furthermore, this type of analysis could benefit from natural language processing approaches to
provide semantic filtering of the tweets content.
[L5] Additional measures are required in order to warranty interactive
response times. For a large data set such as Twitter events, complex spatio-temporal queries took about 10-15 seconds. Adding
indices to key columns of the events tables was not enough to improve the response times. Although experts tolerated the waiting
times, the workflow of the analysis session was compromised.
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Fig. 6: Identification of hotspots during night leisure times in Bogotá.

5.2

Road Safety in France

According to the 2015 Road Safety Annual Report published by the
OECD-ITF (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development - International Transport Forum) [19], France experienced an increase of 3.7% of fatalities in 2014 with respect to the previous year.
Analysts inferred that the favorable weather conditions –2014 has been
the warmest year since 1900– contributed to the increase of road trips
of French citizens. A deeper exploration of this data can bring insights
on where to focus the implementation of additional safety strategies
and measures.
5.2.1

Data

For this case study we used the French road safety data collection
of 2014. The data comes from the BAAC (Bulletins d’Analyse
d’Accident Corporel), an archive managed by the French Road Safety
Observatory (ONISR) [21]. The data set consists of 57,841 registers of
accidents within the European territory France of which only 38.28%
have exact geographical coordinates. The remainder registers have
partial georeference that corresponds to the department code, commune code, and in some cases the address where the accident happened. For these registers we used as geographical coordinates the
centroid of the commune where the accident was reported in order to
take this registers into account for the computation of the density metric.
5.2.2

Fig. 7: Interactive adjustment of the color scale in the choropleth map
to highlight specific value ranges.

Starting with the analysis of the data in the defined time interval,
experts found two major regions that drew their attention: Paris and
the departments comprised in the ”inner ring” (petite couronne), and
four departments in southern France which borders the Mediterranean
coast or Italy. The comparison of the two departments with higher
densities (Paris and Alpes-Maritimes) revealed a decrease of accidents
in August with respect to July in Paris (407 accidents in July and 373
accidents in August) while the department of Alpes-Maritimes developed the opposite behavior (143 accidents in July and 151 accidents
in August). This could indicate a higher traffic in the southern region
of France for the second period of holidays, probably caused by the
increase of travelers that visit the Mediterranean coast during summer
(See Figure 8). Unfortunately the lack of exact geographical coordinates in these departments made impossible the distinction of routes
with high accident rates. Therefore, experts decided start a new exploration by comparing the temporal and spatial distribution of the four
departments within the ”inner ring” along the whole year. The comparison of the four departments in the temporal view showed that Paris
had highest amount traffic accidents. In most cases, Paris exceeded by
more than double the number of accidents of accidents of the neighboring departments. In the spatial view, the detailed maps of each
region revealed that particularly Paris and Haust-De-Seine had a low
rate of events with exact geographical coordinates. A gray point in the
center of the departments in the detailed view indicated the existence
of events with no exact location. A closer look to the raw data map of
the other two departments showed a high concentration of accidents
in a particular road segment in the south-west area of Seine-SaintDenis. This segment coincided with the Autoroute A3 that connects
the ”Boulevard Périphérique de Paris” with the Autoroute A1 that goes
to the north of the country (See Figure 9).

Task

Two experts in transportation planning participated in this case study.
Their objective was to study the accidents distribution during JulyAugust, two of the months with highest traffic in France due to the
summer school holidays that usually go from 5. July to 31. August.
Afterwards, experts wanted to explore in detail the regions that showed
higher densities. Through the analysis of the specific locations of the
accidents, experts wanted to map out the most dangerous places or
segments of the road network. The density metric defined for this case
study (density = # events/100K inhabitants) serves as a proxy for indicating the risk that an inhabitant gets involved in a traffic accident.
Despite a density metric as described in section 3 would have been
more meaningful, we did not have access to the vehicles registry information.
5.2.3

Analysis

The first overview of the data already evidenced a higher density in
the region of Paris and its surrounding as well as in the Mediterranean
coast. As the density in the other regions appeared to be masked, the
adjustment of the color scale (setting up the maximum value in the
color scale to 150 accidents/100k inhabitants) helped to highlight the
contrast along all departments of France (see Figure 7).
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Fig. 9: Detailed view of the raw events map displaying a high concentration of traffic accidents in the Autoroute A3 in Seine-Saint-Denis,
France.

region distribution.
[L9] Experts expressed the wish to include in the system, the interactive specification of density metrics. Given the fact that each
data set contains a wide variety of attributes, the possibility to
define custom density metrics based on the available attributes
could help experts to get overviews of the data from different
perspectives.
[L10] As each data set have different spatial and temporal distributions the possibility to interactively adjust the color scale for the
density map helped experts to highlight differences among regions that initially appear to be masked by the regions with much
higher densities.
6
Fig. 8: Spatio-temporal analysis of traffic accidents in two departments of France during the summer holidays period (05.07.201431.08.2014).

5.2.4

B EST P RACTICES

In this section we aim to compile in the form of best practices the
knowledge we gained in the transition from the design of STRAD to
its implementation and use in practice.
Communicate and engage: A crucial aspect for the success of a
visualization system is to gain acceptance of users. Approaches like
Scenario-Based Design (SDB) can be used to meet this objective.
As demonstrated by Rosson and Carroll [26], SBD is applicable to
several phases of the design process. It serves as a communication strategy to gather not only significant knowledge from users
but also to engage them in the whole process. This engagement is
possible because the information is communicated in a more natural
language for them.

Lessons Learned

[L6] In general, georeferenced data is still not seamlessly incorporated into data gathering practices in many cities of the world
or it is not fully implemented. This leads to data quality issues
that have to be managed by means of visualization or data preprocessing steps. In this case study, we approximated the location of events without exact coordinates to the center of the region where they belonged. In the spatial view, these events were
drawn as a gray point in the center of each region. As the total amount of events is relevant for the temporal distribution and
density computation, discarding the incomplete events was not a
valid option.

Iterate and validate the definition of tasks and requirements. Gathering tasks and requirements from domain experts require a high
level of interpretation by the person leading this process. Inevitably,
this can lead to biases in the abstraction process. An alternative to
avoid this issue is to conduct several rounds of interviews or focus groups with domain experts in order to present the resulting
abstractions and verifying that the original intention of the tasks and
requirements is preserved.

[L7] The heatmap an clusters representations are not useful in this
case study since more than 60% of the total amount of accidents
do not have exact geographic coordinates. In the current version of STRAD, these two representations take into account the
events whose location have been set up to the center of the region. Hence a misinterpretation of the events is very likely to
occur. On the other hand, if the events without coordinates are
excluded from these representations, their interpretation can be
equally misleading.

Track and succeed: The process of developing a visual query interface requires special monitoring strategies to warranty the fulfillment of the requirements. Techniques from software development
such as Requirements Traceability [22] are recommended in order
to keep track of the partial or total completion of each requirement
including more atomic requirements related to the functionality of
interactive controls.

[L8] The temporal view has limit with respect to the amount of regions that can be compared simultaneously. Even when the system allows the selection of multiple regions for detailed analysis,
after selecting more than four regions, the temporal view starts
getting cluttered. This effect becomes worse when regions have
similar temporal distributions of events. The line plot of each region overlaps the others, which hinders the exploration of single

Limit and reduce: Limiting the types of constraints to temporal and
spatial constraints restricts the expressiveness of the visual query interface. On the other hand, adding too many dynamic query controls
and views can result overwhelming for users, thus affecting the usability of the system. We recommend to include the least amount of
8
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controls and views without compromising the exploration and analysis capabilities required for the system. Follow Maeda’s simplicity
law: ”Reduce” [16].
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[11] N. Ferreira, J. Poco, H. T. Vo, J. Freire, and C. T. Silva. Visual Exploration of Big Spatio-Temporal Urban Data: A Study of New York City
Taxi Trips. IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics,
19(12):2149–2158, 2013.
[12] ISO. ISO 13407:1999 Human-centered Design Processes for Interactive
Systems. 1999.
[13] Linux Foundation Collaborative Projects.
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https://
nodejs.org/en/. Version: v4.1.1 LTS. Release date: 2015-09-23.
[14] D. Lloyd and J. Dykes. Human-Centered Approaches in Geovisualization Design: Investigating Multiple Methods Through a Long-Term
Case Study. IEEE transactions on visualization and computer graphics,
17(12):2498–507, dec 2011.
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and Technology (VAST), pages 181–190. International Cartographic Association, 2011.
[16] J. Maeda. The Laws of Simplicity. MIT Press, 2006.
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IEEE Transactions on Visualization and Computer Graphics, volume 15,
pages 921–928, 2009.
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2014.
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[21] P. ouverte des données publiques françaises. Traffic Accidents France 2014. https://www.data.gouv.fr/. Date accessed: 2015-10-15.
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Separate and define: Components should be defined as modular as
possible. Although this is a well known technique used in software
development, we emphasize its importance because for interactive
applications that follow a SPA approach, the Separation of Concerns might not be so clear at the beginning. In addition, a suitable
”modularization” of the system has a great impact in its extensibility. Some questions that can help in defining components according
to their functionality are: which type of data is shared through all
views? and how do the dynamic query controls affect each view?
SPA and experience: Adopt the Single Page Application (SPA) approach for the development of web-based visualization systems. In
contrast to classic web applications, this approach favors user experience with respect to the interactivity and responsiveness of the user
interface. Although, in our case, the direct use of JQuery to handle
the model changes and its subsequent events was enough, a better
practice – especially for larger implementations – is the use of webframeworks to ease the SPA architecture with features like viewmodel binding. There is a wide variety of available frameworks that
support SPA development (e.g., Ember, Backbone, Knockout, and
Angular among others).
Contribute and improve: Sharing software brings many advantages for the improvement of a system, These include getting feedback from the users of the software as well as easing its reusability.
During the development process, we found out that the temporal
view component could be distributed as a library. We are in the process of documentation of the STRAD-Time library and we intent to
release it during the second half of this year.
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C ONCLUSIONS

AND

F UTURE W ORK

In this paper we presented STRAD, a novel web-based system for
the exploration of spatio-temporal event data. Our system focuses in
providing an intuitive interface that combines principles addressed by
visual query systems and visual exploration systems. This enables
users to interactively formulate spatio-temporal queries while keeping
the focus on the visualization of results from a multilevel perspective (e.g., multiple spatial scales and temporal resolutions implicit in
spatio-temporal event data). We described the process of gathering
tasks and requirements as well as the core of the system – the visual
query interface and the system architecture – towards the identification
of best practices all phases of the design and development process. We
also discussed lessons learned from two case studies in urban planning and transportation planning which illustrates the use in practice
of STRAD. Finally, we presented a collection of best practices derived from the methodological approach used for the development of
the system and the lessons learned. Furthermore, we provided suggestions about how to incorporate these practices for the development of
web-based visual exploration systems.
For future work our goal is to extend the implementation of STRAD
by introducing domain-specific analysis modules. This covers mainly
three aspects: 1) the addition of mechanisms to filter events based
on non spatio-temporal attributes; 2) the interactive specification of
domain-specific density metrics; and 3) the development of plugins to
support tasks associated to particular data sets (e.g., semantic analysis
of tweets). Moreover, further challenges to be faced are the comparison of spatial and temporal attributes between more than four regions,
which is the current limit where the view starts getting cluttered, and
the improvement of the response times in the visual query interface.
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